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Welcome to this issue of the magazine.
There is SOO much great content to share with
you this week...so let's dive in!

Editor’s
Note
Hello, my love, and welcome to this week's issue of The MILLIONAIRE COACH-preneur
Magazine.
I'm so excited to be back at my desk producing another issue for you and sharing some
new offers with you as well.
Over the weekend, I decided to tidy up my website navigation, which led to MANY other
things being decided upon too.
The theme for the weekend was to simplify to intentionally scale one segment of my
business.
I speak at length about that in this week's issue of my podcast (you can grab the link
under the QUICK LINKS page.
I'm feeling especially fired up as we head into the final 1/4 of the year, my energy is off
the charts, and I can smell possibility in the air...can you smell it too?
Let's make a pact, you and I...let's DECIDE together that the final three months of 2022
will be more successful than the first 9.
What do you say? Are you in?
EXCELLENT...I have a free gift for you in the following pages that will help you to make
that happen.
M xox

FAST ACTING OFFER: My One Week VIP EXPERIENCE is
available for 24 hours or until sold out DETAILS HERE
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QUICK LINKS
I have a massive library of YOUTUBE videos so each week I will include one for you to
watch along with this week's podcast episode.
Enjoy!
THIS WEEK'S PODCAST
EP: 53 - The Power Of An UNWAVERING Decision.

CLICK HERE TO LISTEN

THIS WEEKS VIDEO
High Converting Discovery Calls

UPCOMING EVENTS
INSTRUCTIONS FOR ATTENDANCE
Please note that all events are held inside The VIP List For Coaches Facebook Group.
STEP ONE: Go to the FACEBOOK GROUP to request access.
STEP TWO: Go to the EVENTS TAB and mark yourself as GOING to the event.
STEP THREE: Add the event to your calendar right away so you don't forget.

PAST EVENT
MASTERCLASS: How To Create Content That Sells
Available to watch now in the FB Group as per above.

STRATEGY
HOW TO SELL WITH CONFIDENCE
I used to constantly tell myself I sucked at selling,
and so it became a self-fulfilling prophecy…. I really
DID suck at sales, and the more I told myself I
sucked, the suckier I became!
HERE’S WHAT I
everything for me.

DISCOVERED

that

changed

Most successful coaches LOVE sales calls…in fact,
this is often HOW they become successful and can
then go ahead and scale beyond running calls BUT
most of the successful coaches you see, me
included, got great at these calls.
This was truly a game-changer for me, and so I got
over myself and decided to embrace the fact that
this was a skill I would need to learn if I wanted the
same success I was witnessing other coaches
achieve.
Today I LOVE my discovery calls, and
conversation rate is ridiculous (in a good way).

my

Let me just say that this is NOT because I became a master salesperson or fell in love with selling.
Far from it.
Plus, I’m an introvert who loathes being on the phone, and so while I can barely muster the energy to
call my mum regularly, these days I adore coaching my private clients AND running discovery
calls..who knew!!
When my calls began converting at a ridiculous rate (this turned around fast) and I found myself
working with dream client after dream client BECAUSE of these calls, I became hooked.
I want you to become hooked too!
If you want to hear about why most coaches suck at sales, how I changed my sales game and how I
teach my clients to sell with confidence, please keep reading.

STRATEGY

CONT.

WHY MOST COACHES SUCK AT SALES
There’s a multitude of reasons really but here are the top 3 that keep coming up in my work with
coaches.
1: They’re trying to use the dodge sales script/ process their coaching training provided, and that
doesn’t work for most coaches because it feels staged and unnatural, and if you’re not comfortable in
the sales conversation, your potential clients won’t be either, and it just ends up being some awkward
conversation that comes to an abrupt ending with everyone feeling weirded out, which is why so few
coaches follow up after these calls, but that’s a post for another day.
2: They head into the sales call desperate for the sale; this is what kills most calls dead in the water. It’s
like when you head into a bar, and you can sense the most desperate single in the room…everyone’s
avoiding them…because it’s nasty energy. That’s what it feels like for your potential client when they
come onto a call, and you’re all desperate and needy for the sale.
3: They start coaching on the call; this is a big no-no. Do NOT coach in your sales calls, people! When
you do this, your potential client’s mind shifts into getting off the call so they can take action, and
you’ve lost them. Discovery Calls are an exploration ie: can you help this person? Are they a good fit?
Can they afford you? Are you a good fit for them? ZERO coaching should take place on DCs. The
minute you start jumping through hoops and “performing”, trying to prove yourself…you’ve lost the
sale.
4: The calls are unqualified, and so they have no idea about the person coming onto the call (if they
even show up). ALL of my discovery calls are screened ahead of time, so I’m never wasting my
precious time on calls I know will go nowhere.
5: This is a big one….they lack clarity and confidence in themselves as coaches, and what it is they
offer. If you’re not 100% convicted that you’re an amazing coach who knows they’re shiz and 100%
clear on what you do and how you do it you WILL struggle to close any sale.

STRATEGY

CONT.

HOW I CHANGED MY SALES GAME
Again there’s a multitude of things I have changed over the years, but in the interests of keeping this
to a reasonable length, I’ll cover the main ones.
1: I stopped talking and started listening; these days if I’m doing more talking than my caller, I know
I’m trying too hard. The majority of my call is spent listening for what’s really going on so I can share
my true observations with my caller and also determine: Is this someone I can help? Do I like this
person? Are they being honest? The ENTIRE time I’m listening for clues about what’s really going on for
my caller and determining if I want to work with them.
2: I screen all of my calls first to ensure I’m not wasting my time or my callers…you can see how I do
that here: https://www.michellehext.com/discovery-call/
3: I’m completely detached from any outcome; if the person becomes a client, that’s great; if not, that’s
ok either. This is NOT something determined by an overflowing bank balance; I adopted this when I
sucked and needed to make money. I’m also playing the long game, and I know that even if the caller
isn’t a good fit now or not ready now, there’s a good chance they will be ready in the future. I have had
people get in touch with me years after a discovery call, ready to start. Every call is another seed
planted for the future, so I work hard to ensure the experience is good and that the person always
feels they can reach out to me anytime in the future.
4: I’m 100% confident and 100% clear.
5: I’m super relaxed and feel zero pressure to perform or to prove anything to anyone, I create a lot of
high-quality free content, and my sales pages are super clear. So far me, these calls are mostly a
formality because my callers have either been in my community or have consumed my free content
and already know they want to work with me if I think they’re a good fit.

STRATEGY

CONT.

HOW I TEACH MY CLIENTS TO SELL WITH CONFIDENCE
What I really want you to understand is that the sales call is the final piece of the puzzle, and it really
everything you do BEFORE the call that sets you up for a win and makes the calls a formality.
The checklist I’m running in the background preparing my clients for confident selling goes like this:
1: Are they confident they can deliver a result for their client? If not, we work on that.
2: Do they have a clear offer that is easy for dream clients to understand and say yes to? If not, we
work on that.
3: Are they prepared for a yes? Meaning, that if a client says yes, do they have their systems in place to
swing into action? If not, we work on that.
4: Are they creating high-quality content for their potential clients to consume so that when they
schedule a discovery call, the person is already familiar with their work? If not, we work on that.
5: Do they feel comfortable in a sales conversation and in asking for the sale? If not, we work on that.
Many coaches come to me lacking clarity and confidence, and it’s my job to ensure both of those
challenges are overcome by developing congruency and alignment across all facets of their business
so that when those discovery calls start coming in, they’re eager to run them and confident their
conversion rate will climb quickly.
M xo

FREE 5 DAY COURSE

HERE'S WHAT I'LL BE COVERING

CLICK HERE TO JOIN NOW

MINDSET
WHY SOME PEOPLE SUCCEED AND OTHER DON'T.
This one is fresh of the press this morning :-)
I've been thinking a lot lately about all of the coaches I've worked with over the years.
More specifically, I've been thinking about the results they achieved.
This got me curious about those who didn't do much with our time together.
Which got me thinking about the difference between those who do succeed and those who don't.
Before I even get to that, let me be clear I'm talking about MY definition of success.
For me, that means making a truckload of money and getting a return on their investment.
Some of those people I would consider "unsuccessful" would consider the whole exercise a raging
success because even if they didn't make the $$$ inside our time together, they now have everything
they need to be ridiculously successful.
There have also been two coaches who decided that this business wasn't for them...those were tough
conversations...where I had to say to them...I don't think you have it in you to do this.
The relief was almost immediate for those clients to finally have permission to give up after many,
many months of struggle and pouring many thousands of dollars into their businesses.
Thankfully those conversations are rare....they are very difficult to have, but one thing you can always
count on is that I will be 100% honest with you....even if I have to have the tough conversations.
OK...back to my point!
WHY are some coaches successful where others fail?
Here are my observations.....

MINDSET

CONT.

1: Those who succeed are willing to get uncomfortable.
2: Those who succeed make fast decisions and then commit.
3: Those who succeed know they have success in them...it's always been there...they trust it.
4: Those who succeed take risks.
5: Those who succeed take responsibility for their successes and failures - no blaming.
6: Those who succeed ask questions so they can keep moving forwards.
7: Those who succeed are willing to put themselves out there.
8:

Those who succeed don't make excuses.

9:

Those who succeed fully commit to their goals and are prepared to overcome resistance.

10: Those who succeed invest in mentors and invest again and again.
11: Those who succeed value expert guidance.
12: Those who succeed trust their instincts.
13: Those who succeed don't ask for feedback from the internet....they know they don't need it.
14: Those who succeed do feel fear and scarcity just like everyone else, but it doesn't;t stop them.
15: Those who succeed are willing to give things a go, test and measure and do it repeatedly.
16: Those who succeed do the work.
17: Those who succeed value themselves and their work.
18: Those who succeed have a message they need to share...they can't not.
19: Those who succeed protect their energy.
20: Those who succeed have strong boundaries.
21: Those who succeed are prepared to make mistakes and fail...they call this learning.
22: Those who succeed get back up quickly, dust off, and go again.
23: Those who succeed KEEP GOING....UNTIL they achieve their outcome.
24: Those who succeed know what they want, and their vision grows stronger over time.
25: Those who succeed set large goals for themselves and take them seriously.
26: Those who succeed aren't necessarily smarter than anyone else.

MINDSET

CONT.

27: Those who succeed have grit and determination.
28: Those who succeed are not waiting to be saved.
29: Those who succeed understand the power of clarity.
30: Those who succeed know how to harness the power of momentum.
31: Those who succeed don't allow themselves to remain stuck.
32: Those who succeed trust me and execute the plan....even when they're scared.
33: Those who succeed care for themselves because they know it impacts their business.
34: Those who succeed either outsource fast or are good at DIY tech.
35: Those who succeed start before they're ready.
36: Those who succeed never wait for the time to be perfect...they make NOW perfect.
37: Those who succeed are not distracted by haters or negative (unsolicited) feedback.
38: Those who succeed stay in their bubble when they need to stay in a state of trust and belief.
39: Those who succeed journal or have some daily process for remaining focused and committed.
40: Those who succeed know themselves well.
41: Those who succeed know their audience well.
How many of these apply to you, and which characteristics and traits do you wish to cultivate in
the coming weeks and months?

LIFESTYLE
RECONNECT WITH THE
PARTS OF YOURSELF

MOST

POWERFUL

It's easy to forget who we are on the internet.
The expectations placed upon us.
Or those we place upon ourselves.
Along with the desire to put our best foot
forwards in our efforts to cultivate our brands
online.
If we're not careful, one day, we look up and
barely recognise the person staring back at us
from our own Instagram feed.
It's not intentional, but over time we can bow to
the pressures.
The more successful and visible we become, the
pressure increases.
I've known this for a while now...I've fallen victim
to this a few times over the years.
What I know is that remaining true to myself is what MAKES my brand special. Yours too.
So we need to keep that alive...we need to stay grounded in who we are and what we stand for.
We must keep our values close and remind ourselves of what's important beyond the feed.
These stairs humble TF out of me.
They take me back to a time when I felt SO incredibly powerful.
It was a time when I came to know what I was made of, learning how strong I was in the face of
immense adversity.
It was when I became a leader, something I didn't know was meant for me until it was.
I ran these stairs a lot over the years.
To get fit for my fights.
To get back in shape after my babies.

LIFESTYLE CONT
To exhaust myself so I could sleep at night.
I set goals and smashed them.
First 10 sets of sprints...top to bottom.
Then 15, 20, 25, 30...etc
I've run those stairs in the middle of a 40+ degree day.
I've run them in the rain.

MY FRIEND & 1 AFTER HANGOVER STAIRS

And every time I run them...up-down-up-down....people comment and question...."I could NEVER do
that", "You must be so fit", "How many times do you do this?".
Running those stairs like a lunatic drew some attention.
I ran those stairs solo most of the time.
But I ran them with our right team.
I ran them with Cody's playgroup mums...me leading a merry band of women of all shapes, sizes and
fitness levels up and down the stairs.
I've run them with a friend with the worst hangover we've ever had...we did 33 that day and could
have run another 20 (so many carbs to burn) but ran out of time.
I took my taekwondo students on a training retreat, and yup...made them run the stairs too :-)
You learn a lot about you yourself on these stairs...will you quit when it's hard or no?
If there were any one thing that could sum up who I
am and how I got here...it would be these stairs.
I continue to run these stairs to remind me of what
I'm made of and who I am at my core.
They humble me, and they ground me.
They remind me of the very best parts of myself.
SO...my question to you is this....what's your
version of the stairs?
When was the last time you took yourself there?
If it's been a while...you might want to vist.

MY TKD STUDENTS

When I ran this a few months ago, the offer sold out
in less than 24 hours!
CLICK HERE FOR DETAILS
& TO PURCHASE

MONEY MINDSET
RUN THE NUMBERS TO SET YOUR NEW MONTHLY TARGET
What's your number for these 30 days of September?
$10K?
$20K?
$50K?
$100K?
$500K?
PLEASE tell me you HAVE set your number!
If you haven't, NOW is the time to set your 30-day target.
OK...got it now?
EXCELLENT...now we do the maths.
How many offers do you need to sell this month to hit your
target in 30 days?
LET'S USE THIS EXAMPLE:
Your 30-day target is $50K.
Your coaching offer is $10K.
You need to sell 5 of those offers to hit your target.
Seems simple right?
But what did that bring up for you?
Excitement because you always hit your targets?
Or....a wall of resistance because you're already entertaining
thoughts it won't happen?
Whatever comes up for you indicates how much (or little) work
there is to do on your money mindset.
This matters...it matters a lot!

MONEY MINDSET CONT
Setting lofty money goals but simultaneously telling yourself it won't happen is called duality.
Duality is the opposite of the energy we want to be embodying.
Duality confuses our brains as we flip-flop between YES..this is happening..and NO..it ain't.
Our brain is going to do whatever we tell it to do.
Tell it to focus on the YES, and it will provide us with ways to make it happen.
Tell it to focus on the NO, and it will provide us with obstacles and thoughts that support that.
While you might think what you think about your goals is irrelevant...it's really not.
What you think and continue to think (which lays the foundation for a belief, either supportive or
non-supportive) is EVERYTHING.
Create an offer and tell yourself, "nobody will buy this", and that's what you'll get.
Create an offer and DECIDE, "I'll have one sold by the end of the day" and that's what you'll get.
Telling yourself it won't sell will mean anything you do TO sell it will be off...the energy will be
funky...it will likely go ignored on the interwebs.
IF you do anything at all...I mean...WHY would you take action if you didn't think that action would
result in an outcome other than failure?
DECIDE and commit to selling an offer before the day is out, and your brain will go crazy figuring out
all of the ways you can do that.
Ideas will flow.
Names will come to you.
People will pay attention to the offer and start reaching out.
And you WILL do what it takes to make that sale happen.
The greatest intangible that holds the most impact is HOW we think because the thinking leads to the
doing or the not doing, which in turn dictates our outcomes.
SO....check in today...what came up for you when you set your target and ran the numbers?
What thinking do you need to clean up?
What are the thoughts you now CHOOSE to think instead?

A FINAL WORD
You'll notice the themes for this week are DECISION and SIMPLIFY.
This past weekend has been an exercise in both as I went inwards to figure out why I was feeling a
little scattered and..well....just off in general.
I was trying to rush a few things.
I had too many irons in the fire.
I've been feeling impatient.
And in other areas, I was procrastinating.
So I went in search of what was going on underneath distractions.
I discovered an old coping mechanism coming back to "help me".
My daughter was admitted back into hospital for her mental health a week ago, and it was on the
cards for a couple of weeks prior to that...the signs were there, and when she couldn't make it to my
son's birthday on the 9th, I knew she would be admitted again.
She is fine..we've been here many times before....I'm so grateful that we have such incredible
resources these days and that she is compliant.
She's exhausted and needs a reset, and she's in the best place.
I speak with her most days, and she's in good spirits and getting the help she needs.
My feeling off had zero to do with my business and everything to do with being a mum and trying to
distract myself from the pain and sadness I feel in times like this.
Once I realised what was going on, I decided to pull some offers so I could focus on just two...the two
you see here in this magazine...my 1 Week VIP Experience and my free 5-day course.
I feel clear and grounded and focused, and I know what I need to do.
I share this because I think we can all find ourselves using old coping mechanisms at times, and as
coaches, we must have self-awareness and continue to do the work on ourselves.
The learning never stops :-). Big love, M xox

<<< My daughter & I in Beverly Hills in 2019
I turned 50 & she turned 21 so we went to the US for a month:-)

